U7 Practice Plans and Drills

Version 1: 2019 Season
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Introduction:
First and foremost Thank You! for coaching Youth Baseball. Without volunteers like
you our young players would not be able to start their journey with a sport that is rooted
in history and Americana. So from the WBSYL we thank you for your time and
commitment to the league and, more importantly, the players.
The key to successful coaching is being prepared and organized. It is important to take
advantage of the limited time you get each week with the players. This guide is
designed to help you, as a coach, with guidance and support. It will present a handful of
fundamentals and drills allowing you to choose which drills you will run at your
practices. If you have other drills that teach the same concepts, by all means introduce
them to your team.
Coaching youth sports can be challenging. With some guidance and organization your
experience can be extremely rewarding. This guide has been designed for U7 aged
players. These drills have been used successfully and were created so the coach can
effectively communicate and the players can easily understand. Included are organized
batting, throwing, catching and fielding drills along with suggested practice plans. The
plans were created to keep the players interested and provide a positive learning
experience.

Short Cuts:
Use the following links to access resources within this document.
•
•
•
•

Examples of Practice Plans

Drill Examples
Practice Plan Template

Appendix

Recommendations:
The drills are in order of difficulty. It is recommended teaching a couple drills at a time.
The most important thing is to focus on the proper form of each drill and do not lose
sight of the fundamentals of the game. A few tips on how to have a successful practice
are below:
1. Prepare for practice before you arrive to the baseball field: Once you arrive
to the field you will be bombarded with players, parents, other coaches and the
task of setting up. Especially with players at this age, taking time to figure out
what you will work on will prompt the players to run around and engage in other
non-baseball activities. Keeping them interested and moving will help you
maintain a level of order.
2. Be clear of the goals and expectations of the practice and the season: Be
sure to state the plans for the day and expectations as practice starts. This is
also important to address at the beginning of the season when addressing the
coaches, players and parents. You will also need to reinforce these throughout
the practice to keep players at this age understanding why they are doing
something.
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3. Ask for Help: If you don’t have assigned assistant coaches, ask for help from
the parents. This will be valuable for practices and games. The players will enjoy
their experience and will get better instruction if they can split up into small
groups to run the drills. Plus it helps players keep focus if they are in smaller
groups and not standing around for long periods of time. Having a total of 3-4
coaches may help keep players engaged. One head coach and 2-3 assistant
coaches/helpers.
4. Keep the practice moving. Especially with this age group, players typically have
a short attention span and will lose interest. Be prepared to quickly explain the
drill and then get it started. The more the players are moving to various stations,
the less likely you will have to deal with other issues.
5. Focus on the fundamentals. Always keep player development at the top of the
priority list. U7 is an instructional league, meaning there is less focus on scores
or winning and more focus on learning. There are a lot of opportunities to teach
fundamentals. If each player leaves the season better than when they arrived,
you have succeeded.
6. Encourage effort. The players are going to make many mistakes, some more
than others. The players will be trying new things and advancing in their
development at different paces. The one thing they can all be good at is
EFFORT. This will instill confidence in the players and provide them with a base
for getting better.
7. Don’t worry about the small things. Kids will be kids. There is nothing anyone
can do to ever change that. There should be certain guidelines for conduct, but
kids being kids is going to happen. Set basic guidelines and reinforce during
practice.
8. Coaches are role models: Remember to always talk positive about players,
parents, other teams, and coaches. Players look up to the coach, so it’s
important to provide them with a positive image. What we say, how we say it, and
how we act can leave a lasting impression on a young player. Always be positive,
even on those days that seem most challenging.
9. Have Fun! Coaching kids should be enjoyable. Try to have fun and keep the
season in perspective.

Areas of Focus:
You have the opportunity to instill in these young players habits they will carry with them
as they grow and develop as athletes and as people. So not everything you will teach
will be about baseball.
Below is a list of overarching lessons we would like players to know by the end of the
U7 season.
1. Safety is the #1 Priority: Baseball is a sport where injuries will happen, but we
want to teach the players how to minimize the chances of them getting hurt.
2. Warming up is important in any sport: At such a young age athletic injuries
are pretty uncommon, but getting the players in the habit of warming up their
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bodies and muscles before any athletic activity is good practice, especially as
they get older and their activities become more competitive.
3. Mistakes are Ok: A lot of players this age want to emulate major league players,
but they must understand they are just learning and when make a mistake we
can use it as an opportunity to learn from that mistake. Baseball is a game of little
success. Players in the hall of fame only hit 3 out of every 10 times.
4. Teamwork: Baseball is a team sport. Within that team there are players who
have different levels of ability, experience and skill. But we want to make sure we
are creating a positive team environment. We want only positive comments from
teammates, coaches and even parents. If a player doesn’t get a hit, or doesn’t
throw the ball to the right place, try to find a positive. “Your swing looked
awesome!” or, “Your throw was very strong and straight!”. If a player on your
team gets hurt all players take a knee.
5. Good Sportsmanship: Baseball is a competitive sport. At this level we focus
more on good sportsmanship then competitiveness. We want to avoid negative
comments to the other team. If a player on the other team gets hurt all players
take a knee. We line up the teams and shake hands (give high-fives) at the end
of the game. Only thing players should say is, “Good Game!”
6. Fundamentals: It is not by mistake the actual baseball activities are last. At this
level there will be varying levels of skill. But if we teach and reinforce
fundamentals throughout the year you will be surprised how quickly many of the
players will progress.

What is New for U7
In the U7 league we continue to build on lessons learned in T-ball, but would also like to
introduce some new skills. In this document you will notice that a lot of the drills created
for the T-ball program are also contained here, but we have added drills that focus on
the following:
• Pop fly drills
• Throwing to the cutoff drills
• Loading on a pitch hitting drills
• Keeping hands through the ball drills
• Knocking knuckles
• Looking for the pitch out of the pitchers hand drills
• Basic Pitching drills

We Are Always Teaching Safety
U7 can be dangerous, so the most important thing to teach players is how to be safe on
the field and in the dugouts, this should be a continuation of what they learned in T-Ball.
U7 league uses balls that are slightly denser then the safe-t-balls of T-Ball, these are
still soft to the feel, but that does not mean injuries cannot happen.
1. Always know where the ball is – follow it on the field while playing defense and
offense. (This will translate to advanced skills in upper leagues.)
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2. Bats should never be handled within the dugout. At the U7 level we do not allow
on-deck batters so bats should only be in hand when going up to bat.
3. Players should ALWAYS wear a helmet when handling a bat. The helmets are
more for protecting players heads from getting hit by bats than by balls.
4. If a player has a bat, try to have a coach nearby to supervise.
5. Tell all the players to never go near another player that is holding a bat. You
never know when that player with the bat will decide to swing it without looking to
see if anybody is nearby.
6. Always use the provided baseballs or tennis balls – no little league hard balls.
7. Try to avoid putting a player at pitcher that is not able to protect his or
herself. The safer infield positions are generally SS and 2B because they are
farther away from home plate and have more time to react. The most dangerous
positions are P and 3B because the ball gets there very quickly and is often hit
harder to those positions. 1B players should be able to defend his or herself from
a hit or thrown ball.
8. Teach how to follow the ball, have them look at the ball while players are hitting.
Reinforce, reinforce, reinforce watching the ball at all times. Everything in
baseball starts with your eyes watching the ball.


A fun quick drill is to have 3-4 coaches toss the ball between themselves
for a few seconds. Have the coach with the ball hide it behind their back,
stop and ask the players who has the ball. Do this a few times.

9. In this league the players will face coach pitch in the beginning of the year and be
introduced to kid pitch later in the season. With this in mind a new skill for the
players to learn is how to protect themselves from a pitch.
•

There are two options for avoiding injury from a pitch while at bat. They
are simply getting out of the way of the pitch or turning their back to the
pitch. Although getting out the way is the safest, sometimes it is not
possible. The image below shows the proper way to get hit by a pitch.

•

Turn your back to the pitcher so that the rib cage and chest are turned
away. This allows the back, buttocks and back of legs to take the force of
the pitch protecting all organs.
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The Season will Progress from Hitting From Coach Pitch to Kid Pitch
At the U7 level the season starts with coaches pitching, allowing for kids to get
consistent pitches to hit.
During coach pitch we want to reinforce the fundamentals taught at the tee, but also
teach the importance of seeing the baseball out of the pitcher’s (coach’s) hand and
following the ball all the way to when the bat contacts the baseball.
In order to make it less intimidating for players, as a coach it is recommended that you
pitch to them with a knee down on the ground. By pitching from the knee it helps players
see the pitch in their normal line of sight. The distance to the plate should be just in front
of the pitcher’s mound about 10-15 feet from home plate. Pitches should be thrown hard
enough to cross the plate in a straight line.
Players will be introduced to kid pitch with 3 weeks left of the season. In order to have
the skills necessary to have kids pitch and be as safe as possible it is important to start
teaching pitching about 4 weeks before the end of the season. See drills section for
some pitching ideas.
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Positions
Below is a Diagram of Positions and Names

Practice Plans:
The following practice plans are based on a 60-minute practice. They can be extended
for longer sessions. The following are examples of how a few of the first practices could
be run, these are essentially refreshers of skills learned in t-ball with some new skills
introduced. After these, use the concepts here as a guide to how you will run future
practices.
1st Practice
-

5 Minutes – Team Meeting: Discuss the goals of practice and overview of what
will be done.

-

5 Minutes – Warm Ups:
o Spread out with enough room keeping groups together.
o Light stretching: Toe touches, arm circles, stretch arms over head.
o Calisthenics: Jumping jacks, running in place with high knees.
o Light jog around the bases.

-

10 Minutes – Review Positions Both Infield and Outfield
o Have players run to the bases - Start with 1st Base, 2nd Base, Short
Stop, 3rd Base, then to left field, center field and right field.

-

25 Minutes – Two stations one infield, one outfield
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o Infield station: Throw grounders at Short Stop and throw to 1st: work on
proper form.


You can have players field the ball bare handed and have a parent
or coach play 1st to receive a throw – not using a glove reinforces
getting the body in front of the ball, fielding the ball in front of them,
and shuffling feet to move to the ball.

o Outfield station: Have kids with batting helmets on work on getting under
the ball. Use tennis balls to throw the ball in the air and ask the players to
stand under them to get hit on the helmet.


Once they get good at getting under the ball, have them use their
gloves to catch the ball over their heads.

o After about 10 minutes have the players switch stations for the remainder
of the time segment.
-

15 Minutes – Batting practice: Players in the infield to field balls – have them
attempt throws to 1st and have an assistant coach to reinforce staying in
position (i.e. 3rd base should not be fielding balls at 2nd base)
o Batters should set up with front foot at second corner of the plate – have
them stride to the front corner of the plate.
o Coaches can pitch from the knee (you can use underhand if it helps give
a hittable pitch)
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Figure 1: Foot Movement: Striding to the pitcher
o Proper Stance:


Feet - shoulder width apart.



Square the feet to home plate – you can draw a line in the dirt to
show the players where to stand.



Bend the knees slightly.



Grip the bat with the fingers, not tightly with the palm of hand. A
relaxed grip is preferred.



Align knocking knuckles on the bat.
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Square the shoulders to the feet; chin should be closer to the front
shoulder.



Elbows should be slightly bent with the hands just outside the back
armpit.
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o Proper swing motion:


Begin the swing with a short step toward the pitcher. Do not pick
the foot up high. It is very subtle lift and move forward. This should
encourage the batter to be balanced throughout the swing.



The stance should remain closed – do not step towards 3rd (or 1st
for lefties).



Hands move forward to make solid contact (referred to as throwing
hands towards the ball).



Turn hips and turn back foot on the ball of the foot (like they are
squishing a bug).



Keep eyes on the ball the whole time (do not lift head to watch the
ball).



Keep balance through the whole swing.

o Hitting Drill


Have the players hit about 3-5 balls. Have 2 batters on deck with
helmets on. DO NOT HAVE THEM HOLDING BATS! Ask a parent
to watch the dug out and call players to go hit when it is time.



After last hit have the players run to 1st base – point out they can
run past 1st base.



Player on 1st base waits there while next player hits – Once this
player reaches his last hit, the player on 1st moves to 2nd and
continue.

2nd Practice
-

5 Minutes – Team Meeting: Discuss the goals of practice and overview of what
will be done.

-

5 – 10 Minutes – Warm ups:
o Spread out with enough room keeping groups together.
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o Light stretching: Toe touches, arm circles, stretch arms over head.
o Calisthenics: Jumping jacks, running in place with high knees.
o Light jog around the bases.
-

20-25 Minutes – Proper fielding position:
o Proper stance: Feet wide apart for good foundation, not so they are off
balance.
 Knees bent.
 Weight should be forward on the balls of their feet.
 Their head is up facing the ball.
 Keep eyes on the ball until ball is in the glove.
o Proper glove/hand position:
 Glove should be in front of their feet (not between their legs).
 Glove hand should be touching the dirt.
 Glove finger pointing forward (at 45 degree angle) – should look
like a shovel.
 Throwing hand should be above the glove with the palm facing the
ball.
 Once the ball reaches the glove the top hand should cover the ball
inside the glove.
 Use an example of an alligator that is eating the baseball where
the top of the mouth comes down on the glove.

o Fielding drill (See figure 2):
 Make two lines (three if you have 2 assistant coaches) at 2nd, Short
Stop (and 3rd).
 Have players line up in the grass – the kid in front of the line
comes into the infield dirt.
 Each coach has multiple balls – roll the ball hard enough to get to
the player – make sure they have proper form as noted above
have them throw or toss the ball back to the coach.
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Repeat as time allows.

Figure 2: Fielding drill with 1 or 2 assistants
-

15-20 Minutes – Proper throwing position:


The key to good throwing is looking at your target the whole time.



Always start with glove or elbow pointing towards target.



Back hand (ball hand) should extend back and above the shoulder
with the ball facing away from the player with wrist straight (Many
call this feeding a giraffe or another animal taller than the player).



Foot on glove side steps towards target.



Player rotates hips and brings arm forward breaking at the elbow.



Ball is released and player follows through to knee.

Alternative form
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o Throwing drill – See Throwing drill #1 in next section for more detail:


Line players up at 2nd base closer to 1st base than normal.



In front of 1st base place a baseball tee with a batting helmet on it.



Roll a ball to each player have them use proper mechanics to try
and hit the helmet.



Repeat through the line as time allows.

Figure 3: Throwing Drill with Helmet on T
Additional Practices
For additional practices you can choose from the drills in the following section to build
out your practice plan. Remember these few things:
1. Teach safety whenever and wherever possible. Injuries can unmotivate players
to learn more about baseball.
2. Try to keep players engaged, doing drills in smaller groups and rotating through
stations can help.
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3. Try not to do too much at practice, this is a level of baseball where learning is the
most important thing. If certain skills take longer to learn then adapt accordingly.
4. It is important to warm up, many coaches skip this to have more time for activities
but warming up teaches good habits. Including running the bases during warm
ups helps players this age dispel some nervous energy and gets them to focus.
Plus kids this age love to run.
5. Always offer kids water breaks, especially when it is hot.
6. Have Fun!
Below are some additional drills you can use organized by overall fundamental skills.
Each drill progresses in terms of difficulty.

Drill Examples
Infield Grounder Drills:
-

Alligator Drill:
o Roll grounders to the players and have them make an alligator out of their
arms (like a scissor motion).
o Bottom arm with the glove is the jaw and top arm without the glove is the
head.
o When the ball roll in have them act like an alligator that is biting or eating
the ball.
o Both arms come together.

-

Basic Grounder Drill:
o Form one, two or three lines in the outfield grass depending on number of
coaches and assistants at 2nd, Short Stop and/or 3rd base.
o Have one player step up to the infield position.
o Roll grounders to the player and have them field the ball and throw back
to the coach.
o Emphasize the importance of proper stance, keeping glove on the
ground, and making a quick but accurate throw back.

-

Side to Side Grounder Drill:
o Same as the basic drill but roll the balls to the left and right of the player
to make them move and get in front of the ball.
o Emphasize the importance of moving to get in front of the ball and fielding
it in the middle of their body instead of reaching out with the glove.
o Have them use a proper shuffle step bringing feet together and then apart
to move left and right – feet should not hit each other or overlap to avoid
tripping.

-

NEW for U7: Learning to attack a grounder
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o Form a line (or two if you have two coaches) and hit slow rolling
grounders to the players.
o Have the players move up to the ball instead of waiting for the ball to get
to them.
o Have them roll or lightly throw the ball back to the coach.
o Note: Make sure they set their feet shoulder width apart and still use good
form when fielding the ball.
-

NEW for U7: How to properly bare-hand a ball
o Place 4-5 balls in a line in the infield grass.
o Have the payers bare-hand or pick-up the ball.
o Show the kids to pick-up the ball with their fingers pointed down, not try to
scoop the ball like a shovel.
o Explain that they should only use a bare-hand when the ball has come to
rest, if the ball is moving they should use the glove.

-

Plays at First Drill:
o Form one line behind 2nd base.
o Have on player at a time move into the 2nd base position, have a coach or
parent stand on 1st base.
o Roll the grounders to 2nd base. The player should field the ball and make
a strong throw towards 1st base.

-

Plays at First with Side to Side Grounders Drill:
o Have one player at a time move into the 2nd base position.
o Have a coach or parent stand on 1st base.
o Roll the ball to the left or right of the player to make them move to get in
front of the ball.
o The player should field the ball and make a strong throw towards 1st
base.
o Emphasize the importance of moving to get in front of the ball instead of
reaching out with the glove.

-

Short Stop to 2nd Grounder Drill:
o Form one line behind Short Stop.
o Have one player at a time step up into the Short Stop position.
o Have another player at the 2nd base position.
o Roll grounders to the player at the Short Stop position and have them
field the ball and make a throw to 2nd base – at the same time have the
2nd base player move to the 2nd base bag to receive the throw.
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o Start off with players 12-15 feet from 2nd base to make an overhand throw
to 2nd.
o Move the line 5-7 feet from 2nd base to make a light, but strong
underhand throw to 2nd.
o The player on 2nd goes to end of line at Short Stop the player from Short
Stop moves to 2nd base.
-

2nd to Short Stop Grounder Drill (Opposite of Short Stop to 2nd Drill):
o Form one line behind 2nd base.
o Have one player at a time step up into the 2nd base position.
o Have another player at the Short Stop position.
o Roll grounders to the player at the 2nd base position and have them field
the ball and make a throw to 2nd base – at the same time have the Short
Stop player move to the 2nd base bag to receive the throw.
o Start off with players 12-15 feet from 2nd base to make an overhand throw
to 2nd.
o Move the line 5-7 feet from 2nd base to make a light, but strong underhand
throw to 2nd.
o The player on 2nd goes to end of line at Short Stop the player from Short
Stop moves to 2nd base.

-

Hand Drill:
o Have kids take their gloves off and use their bare hands.
o Roll the ball and have them focus on using their hands to get the ball –
still fielding it in front of them in the middle of their body.
o Using tennis balls will help younger players from being afraid of getting
hurt.

-

Triangle Drill:
o With 2-4 players have them form a semi circle facing the coach.
o Each player should stand with their feet just outside their shoulders width.
o In the dirt draw a triangle in front of each player (with the top of the
triangle about 12-15 inches in front of the player).
o Have the players bend their knees and put the glove at the top of the
triangle.
o The coach rolls a ball to players and has them field the ball and toss back
to the coach, keeping the triangle intact.
o Attempt to roll the ball quickly and request a quick return.
o Continue around the group for about 5 minutes.
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o Speed this drill up as the players advance.
o You can play a game to see which player fields the most correctly.
Outfield Drills:
-

NEW for U7: Proper Form Exercise:
o Without a ball show the following:

-



Line your throwing side up with the ball.



Get your glove up in-line with the ball with your fingers pointing
to the sky.



Elbows are bent and relaxed (do not extend arms straight to
catch ball).



Catch the ball in front of your head off the throwing side of the
body.



Catch the ball with one hand (glove), covering the ball in your
glove with your bare hand.



Position glove close to top of head on throwing shoulder.



When catching a ball in the sun, try to adjust angle to play ball
out of the sun. Use either the glove or the throwing hand to
shield the sun while tracking the ball.

NEW for U7: Flyball drill #1 – Tennis ball and helmet drill
o Have players with a batting helmet on.
o Throw a tennis ball about 8-10 feet in the air.
o Have players try to line up so the tennis ball hits them on top of the
batting helmet.
o Give a point for each time a player gets hit on the head.

-

NEW for U7: Flyball drill #2 – Tennis ball, racket and helmet drill with glove
o Have players with batting helmet on and their glove on.
o Hit tennis balls about 15 feet in the air with a tennis racket.
o Have players try to catch the ball with the glove over their head (assure
them that if they mis the batting helmet will protect them.
o Give a point for each time a player gets hit in the helmet.
o Give 2 points for each catch.

-

NEW for U7: Proper footwork to catch a fly ball
o Have players with no gloves line up next to the coach.
o Have one player step in front of the coach facing the coach.
o The coach will point either to the left or the right.
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o When the coach points left the player should turn their right shoulder and
run at an angle to the coaches left while facing the coach for about 10
steps.
o When the coach points right the player should turn their left shoulder and
run at an angle to the coaches right while facing the coach for about 10
steps.
-

NEW for U7: Proper footwork to catch a fly ball with tennis balls
o Have players with gloves line up next to the coach.
o Have one player step in front of the coach facing him.
o The coach will point either to the left or the right.
o When the coach points left the player should turn their right shoulder and
run at an angle to the coaches left while facing the coach.


The coach will throw a tennis ball and the player will try to catch it,
players will make few catches but the goal is to get them to turn
their shoulder and move to where the ball is going.

o When the coach points right the player should turn their left shoulder and
run at an angle to the coaches right while facing the coach for about 10
steps.


The coach will throw a tennis ball and the player will try to catch it,
players will make few catches but the goal is to get them to turn
their shoulder and move to where the ball is going.

Throwing Drills:
-

Proper Form Exercise:
o At U7 you may not need to focus a drill specifically on form, but reinforce
proper form during other drills.

-

Throwing drill #1 – Helmet Drill:
o Use a basic grounder drill, but set up a T-Ball T with a helmet on it.
o Roll a ball to the player.
o Once the player fields the ball have them make a solid throw to hit the
helmet.
o The helmet is used because it gives the player a small target at their level
which helps with their accuracy.

-

Throwing Drill #2 – Kids throwing to coaches (can do multiple at one time if you
have multiple coaches) in the outfield:
o Get a bucket of ten balls and have the players stand in line with the first
player at the bucket.
o Have the coach stand 10 feet away - Each kid takes a ball and throws to
the coach.
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o Go 2 times through the line - Coach moves about 15 feet away and
repeats.
o Coach progressively moves further away.
o Note: To adapt this to a game in later practices kids can be eliminated if
they do not make an accurate throw until one player is left (not
recommended early in the season).
-

Throwing Drill # 3 – Players throwing to players:
o Provides experience in both throwing and catching.
o Have kids stand at a manageable distance (usually about 10 feet).
o Using soft T-balls (Tennis balls are good to start with) have them play
catch back and forth.

-

Throwing Drill #4 – Fielding Grounders and Throwing (similar to drill done in
practice 1):
o Line up a small group of players facing the coach – pick a distance
suitable for the group.
o One at a time have the players receive a grounder and stand up and make
a proper throw.
o Roll 3 balls to each player before rotating.
o The player should work on proper technique – address issues as you see
them.
o Extend the distance and increase pace as players improve.

-

New for U7: Throwing Drill #5 – Distance throwing game
o On the 1st base line draw a line across the dirt (there will be several lines
that coincide with further distances from home plate).
o Coach stands at home plate
o Players stand in a single line
o Every player that makes a strong accurate throw to the coach moves to
the back of the line.
o Players that make errant throws or who can’t reach sit out.
o Move players back incrementally 5 feet or so until only one player
remains.
o Repeat as often as time allows.

-

NEW for U7: Throwing to the cutoff drill
o More than likely at U7 players will not see a lot of balls hit to the outfield,
but we would like to introduce the concept of throwing to a cutoff man.
o Have two players in the infield, one at Short Stop and one at 2nd base.
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o Have the rest of the players split; one group in right/center field and one
in left/center field.
o Throw pop flies to the players in each group alternating between groups.
o For throws to right/center have the 2nd baseman run out into the field and
yell “Cut Off, Cut Off” – tell them they can yell as loud as they want. The
outfielder should try to find the cut off player and throw to him, the cut off
player in turn throws to 2nd base where the Short Stop is standing.
o For throws to left/center have the Short Stop run out into the field and yell
“Cut Off, Cut Off” – tell them they can yell as loud as they want. The
outfielder should try to find the cut off player and throw to him, the cut off
player in turn throws to 2nd base where the 2nd baseman is standing.
o Have fielders alternate positions after each turn.
o After 3 or so times and infielder is the cutoff man have them switch with
another player in the field.
Hitting Drills: (For U7 all hitting drills - except for the first two drills - can be adapted to coach
pitch)
-

Proper Form – Hitting from the Tee: This is a great drill early in the season to
refocus on mechanics.
o Set up Tee Belt High.
o Swing level or at a very slight incline (like swinging the bat over a table
top).
o Hit through the ball – The goal is to hit the ball towards the pitcher’s
mound.

-

NEW for U7: Knocking Knuckles
o Children at a young age will grip a bat anyway that is comfortable, we
want to introduce a proper grip at the U7 level.
o This is called knocking knuckles.
o We want to show kids that when they set up to hit to check their grip
making sure the first set of finger knuckles on both hands make a straight
line.
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o
-

Dot on the Ball Drill:
o Draw a quarter-sized dot on 1-3 balls.
o Place the ball on the tee so that the dot is pointing straight back, but
visible to the player – The player should be able to see the Dot on the
ball.
o When hitting have the player focus on hitting the dot while driving the ball
forward.
o This drill can be done either facing the fence or towards the field – facing
the fence will speed up the drill.

-

Updated for U7: Directional Hitting Drill:
o This drill is done facing the baseball field.
o Once players have progressed and are making good swings with good
contact, directional hitting is the next step.
o Have the players line up to the plate with a proper stance.
o Provide the batter with a direction to hit the ball – Middle Field to 3rd base
o Make sure they rotate their body around the plate and square their hips
and shoulders to the direction they are hitting.
o Have players try to hit to each area once before rotating.
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o The focus here should be to show that players want to make contact with
the ball in front of the plate to drive the ball up the middle or hit towards
3rd base.
o Focus on finishing the swing over the shoulder.
-

NEW for U7: Seeing the ball out of the pitchers hand
o Get 3 to 4 different type of balls (Baseball, tennis ball, play ball) anything
that can fit in a coaches hand.
o Have two players stand on either side of the plate (doesn’t matter if they
are lefty or righty for this drill).
o Have a coach conceal the ball in a baseball glove and then imitate a pitch
without releasing the ball.
o Have the coach hide the ball in the glove after the pitching motion.
o The first player to properly say which ball it was gets a point.
o Repeat this drill in a game format as long as time allows.
o Reinforce the concept that they need to look for the ball early out of the
pitchers hand. This will make tracking the ball and hitting the ball much
easier. Most young kids try to “pick up” the ball somewhere between the
pitcher and them which is not a good approach.

-

NEW for U7: Loading on the pitch
o Once you players have gotten comfortable with striding forward to the
pitch and hitting the ball in front of the plate, the next skill to introduce is
loading for the pitch.
o Loading for the pitch means the player shifts their weight back as the
pitcher winds up and then shifts their weight forward as they stride
towards the ball.
o Have players line up a safe distance apart wearing batting helmets.
o The coach will have a ball in their hand and will pretend to wind up and
pitch.


When the coach winds up he says weight back.



When he pretends to deliver the pitch he says step and swing.

o A coach can observe each player and correct the motion
o Example of loading and striding below
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-

Cone Contest Drill:
o This game helps improve batting by having fun.
o Place 4 cones at 4 different positions – if you do not have cones use
baseball gloves:


1 cone just in front of the pitcher’s mound – 1 point.



1 cone at the front of the infield dirt in the grass – 2 points.



1 cone at the back of the infield dirt – 3 points.



1 cone 10 yards past the third cone – 4 points.

o Each player gets a number of hits 3-5 and a coach records their score
using the point system.
o The player (or you can do teams) with the highest total wins.
o If you want to add fielding in a team format to the drill the non-hitting team
takes positions, they can earn points in the following ways:

-



Field the ball clean – 1 point.



Make a good accurate throw – 1 point.



Player catches a throw – 1 point.

Batting / Infield Practice:
o Have batters use the 1st base dugout.
o Each player takes a position on the field (Outfielders play shallow
between infield positions – while 4 players bat (each player puts on a
helmet and waits their turn.
o One batter gets 3-5 hits (Not swings or pitches) – on the last hit the batter
will run to 1st – emphasize the importance of running past 1st base.
o Next batter comes up and completes their at bats and runs to 1st, the
player on 1st moves to 2nd.
o Continue with the batters until the first batter comes home.
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o The batter who came home will rotate with the infield at pitcher.
o The right field will go in to hit – All other players will rotate in this order:


Pitcher to 1st, 1st to 2nd, 2nd to Short Stop, Short Stop to 3rd, 3rd to
Left Field, Left Field to Center Field, Center Field to Right Field.



If you do not have 8 fielders you can reduce number of outfielders.

Catching Drills:
-

Proper Form:
o Player set up facing the direction the ball is coming from.
o The foot or heel of the glove should be closer to the thrower with their
throwing hand behind the glove.
o The foot on the non-glove hand side should be back with the glove foot in
front.
o The glove should be eye level and out in front of the body (players this
age will tend to bring the glove close to the body to catch a ball – this
minimizes movement and can result in getting hit by the ball).
o Fingers should be up and the palm facing the target.
o Elbow should be bent slightly and arm should be in position to make a full
circle in front of the body.
o Other hand should be up and close to the glove to help close the glove
once the ball is caught.
o The goal is to practice with the palm facing the target.
o Balls thrown to players above the belt should be caught with fingers up,
we often use the term thumb to thumb where the non-glove hand is next
to the glove hand. This promotes the use of two hands when catching the
ball.
o For throws below the belt, fingers should be flat with palms up or pointed
down, we often use the term pinkies to pinkies to once again promote
using two hands.
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o Without a ball – have the players in a side-by-side line get into catching
position and talk them through each step.
o Show the players how to make a full circle in front of your body with your
glove hand.
o Have the players copy you – assistant coaches can walk around and
correct incorrect form.
-

Coach to Player Catch:
o With young players it is important to start slowly with catching –
confidence is key to players developing into good catching players.
o Have player stand in the proper stance about 10 feet from the coach.
o Line up 2-3 players per coach/assistant.
o Coach throws the ball at the glove and the player is asked to watch the
ball all the way into the glove.
o With each successful throw and catch – plenty of encouragement should
be given.
o Coaches should throw overhand softly, but accurately – tennis balls or
soft T-balls should be used.

-

Soft Toss Catch:
o Players face coach without a glove.
o Coach softly tosses a ball to the player who will attempt to catch the ball
using two hands – and return the ball to the coach.
o The player should catch with two hands away from the body.
o Fingers up and palm facing the target.
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o This drill is done at close distance rotating kids through the line.
o After a few successful tosses and catches, conclude the drill with a glove
on at a slightly longer distance.
o Drill can be done using tennis balls or soft T-balls.
Pitching Drills:
-

Form:
o At U7 the pitching mechanics should not be anything more than proper
throwing mechanics, U7 is not the age to introduce wind ups or high leg
raises.
o The most important thing to teach at the U7 level is making sure the
pitching arm is coming over the shoulder.
o We want to eliminate any side-arm pitching, this can lead to long-term
injury and wear and tear on a young shoulder.

-

Power T drill
o Have a player stand with glove hand facing home plate (or the target).
o Have them set their feet shoulder width apart.
o Have them raise both hands out like a “T” with the glove hand pointing at
the target and the hand with a ball pointed away.
o Have the player step to the target while turning their hips and their back
foot so that their chest is now facing the target.
o Have the player bring their hand over their shoulder (The elbow should be
above the shoulder at all times)
o Have the player release the ball to the target and continue the arm motion
down to their knee (Many players will instinctively bring their hand to their
waist which will take the ball off target).

-

Helmet on a Tee drill
o Much like the helmet on the Tee drill for fielding this drill works great for
pitching.
o Set up a batting helmet on the Tee on home plate.
o Have players using proper pitching mechanics try to hit the helmet.
o Players do not need to pitch from the rubber for this game – in front of the
mound will work very well.

Running Drills:
-

Form:
o Players should run as fast as they can when running from home to 1st.
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o They should run past 1st base and turn towards the right field fence.
o Teach them that they never slide at 1st – even if they see it done in the
major leagues.
o Emphasize that they need to touch the base with their right foot if possible.
-

Home to 1st:
o Line up the players at home plate.
o If you have a foam or whiffle ball bat have the players take a swing and
run to 1st base – if you do not have a foam or whiffle ball bat use an
imaginary bat.
o Have them swing the bat and run towards 1st base.
o Teach them to drop the bat about 5 – 10 steps up the 1st base line
toward the dugout – not throw the bat behind them.
o Emphasize running as fast as they can and running past 1st and turning
towards the right field fence.

-

Runner to 2nd looking for a Double:
o In U7 players are held to one base per hit, but we want to teach running
fundamentals early in practice.
o Line up the players at home plate.
o If you have a foam or whiffle ball bat have the players take a swing and
run to 1st base – if you do not have a foam or whiffle ball bat use an
imaginary bat.
o Have them swing the bat and run towards 1st base.
o Have a coach at 1st base who will yell – “All the way through” or “Take a
turn”.


All the way through means they should run past 1st base and turn
towards the right field fence.



Take a turn means they should step on 1st and head towards 2nd
base.

o When taking 2nd base emphasize that they should step on 1st base on
the inside corner with the outside right foot.
o Player should stop at 2nd and not run through 2nd base.
-

1st to 3rd base Drill:
o In U7 players are held to one base per hit, but we want to teach running
fundamentals early in practice.
o Runners leaving 1st base should start to look at the 3rd base coach at
2/3rd of the way to 2nd base.
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o The coach will indicate stop (Hands up) or continue to 3rd (Large circles
with arms).
o Line up players at 1st base.
o Coach at home plate will pretend to hit a ball into the field.
o Runners go when the coach at home says “Hit”.
o Runners will look at 3rd base coach 2/3rd of the way to 2nd base.
o 3rd base coach will give one of the to commands.
o Kids return to the line through the outfield.
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Practice Plan Template
Time
Allotted

Area of
Focus

5 Minutes

Team
Meeting

10
Minutes

Warm
Ups

Activity

Notes

- Light stretching:

Encourage them to run
as a team and not as a
race

o

Toe touches

o

Stretch Arms Over head

o

Arm circles Big

o

Arm circles Small

- Calisthenics:
o

Jumping jacks

o

Running in place with high knees

- Run from home to first – First to Home
Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

Total 60
Minutes
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Appendix:
1. Coaches handbook – Official WYSBL Rules and resources for volunteer coaches.
http://files.leagueathletics.com/Text/Documents/4035/85176.pdf
2. Call Ripken League practice guide for Tee Ball, Rookie and Minors Levels
https://bsbproduction.s3.amazonaws.com/portals/5984/docs/coaching_nashua%20cal%20
ripken_practice%20guide.pdf
3. Squash the bug Drill – YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DztFN0AdAXA
4. Secure a ground ball – YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYGN9j5LVyQ
5. Don’t Swarm the Ball Drill – You Tube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W2sppl_ieZ0
6. Scoop, load and Fire Drill – YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K0kisMh2cmU
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